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Disclaimer on the English Translation
This Addendum to the Information Document contains an unofficial and courtesy English language
translation (the “Translation”) of substantially all of the official Addendum to the Information Document
prepared in the Italian language for the purposes of the merger by incorporation of Premafin Finanziaria
S.p.A. – Holding di Partecipazioni, Unipol Assicurazioni S.p.A. and, possibly, Milano Assicurazioni S.p.A. in
Fondiaria-Sai S.p.A., which was published on their respective websites: www.fondiaria-sai.it,
www.premafin.it, www.unipolassicurazioni.it and www.milass.it, on October 22, 2013.
The Italian Addendum to the Information Document contains information about Fondiaria-Sai S.p.A.,
Premafin Finanziaria S.p.A. – Holding di Partecipazioni, Unipol Assicurazioni S.p.A. and Milano
Assicurazioni S.p.A. and the merger by incorporation.
This document does not include the translation of the documents listed in the Appendices, which are included
in the original Italian version of the Information Document.
The Translation is provided to shareholders of Fondiaria-Sai S.p.A., Premafin Finanziaria S.p.A. – Holding
di Partecipazioni, Unipol Assicurazioni S.p.A. and Milano Assicurazioni S.p.A. for information purposes
only and for ease of reference and should not be relied upon. In the event of any ambiguity about the
meaning of certain translated terms or of any discrepancy between the Italian Addendum to the Information
Document and the Translation, the Italian Addendum to the Information Document shall prevail.
In any case, the Translation does not contain - and shall not be interpretated as containing - any
recommendation or suggestion, directly or indirectly to buy, sell, make or hold any investment, loan or
security or to undertake any investment strategy with respect to any investment, loan, security or any issuer
in any market or jurisdiction, directly or indirectly connected in any manner with the information provided
in the Translation.

Disclaimer
This Addendum to the Information Document has been drawn up pursuant to Italian law and therefore may
not, either in whole or in part, in the original or a copy thereof, be disseminated, directly or indirectly, in
other jurisdictions and, in particular, Australia, Japan, Canada or the United States of America and/or
disclosed to an investor that resides in such Countries.
Dissemination of this addendum to the Information Document in any jurisdiction (with the exception of
Italy), including Australia, Japan, Canada or the United States of America, may be subject to specific
regulations and restrictions. All persons who gain possession of this Addendum to the Information Document
must first verify the existence of such regulations and restrictions and in any case comply with the same.
Failure to comply with such regulations and restrictions may constitute a criminal offense in the relevant
jurisdiction.
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INTRODUCTION
This document constitutes an addendum to the information document (the “Information Document”),
prepared by Fondiaria-SAI S.p.A. (“Fonsai” or “Merging Company”) together with Premafin Finanziaria S.p.A. – Holding di Partecipazioni (“Premafin”), Milano Assicurazioni S.p.A. (“Milano Assicurazioni”)
and Unipol Assicurazioni S.p.A. (“Unipol Assicurazioni”, hereinafter also referred to, along with Premafin
and Milano Assicurazioni, as the “Merged Companies” and, together with Fonsai, as the “Companies
Participating in the Merger”), pursuant to Art. 70, paragraph 6, of the Regulation approved by
C.O.N.S.O.B. resolution No. 11971 of 14 May 1999, as subsequently amended and supplemented (the
“Issuers Regulation”), in connection with the merger by acquisition into Fonsai of Premafin, Unipol
Assicurazioni and, possibly, Milano Assicurazioni (the “Merger”). The Information Document, together
with its annexes, was made available to the public on 9 October 2013 at the registered office of the
Companies Participating in the Merger and published on the websites of the same Companies Participating in
the Merger and of UGF, at the addresses shown below: www.fondiaria-sai.it, www.milass.it,
www.premafin.it, www.unipolassicurazioni.it and www.unipol.it, in view of the following general meetings
that must vote on the Merger: (i) Fonsai extraordinary shareholders’ meeting, scheduled for 24 and 25
October 2013, respectively on first and second call, (ii) extraordinary shareholders’ meeting of Milano
Assicurazioni, called for 25 and 26 October 2013, respectively on first and second call, (iii) extraordinary
shareholders’ meeting of Premafin, scheduled on single call for 25 October 2013, and (iv) a special meeting
of Milano Assicurazioni, called for 26, 28 and 29 October 2013 respectively on first, second and third call
(jointly, the “General Meetings”).
This Addendum to the Information Document (the “Addendum”) has been published at the request of
C.O.N.S.O.B., of 18 October 2013 pursuant to Art. 114, paragraph 5, of Legislative Decree No. 58/1998 (the
“Consolidated Law on Finance”), in order to provide further details in connection with the Merger and has
been made available to the public at the registered office of the Companies Participating in the Merger and
on the websites of the same Companies Participating in the Merger and of UGF at the addresses given
below: www.fondiaria-sai.it, www.milass.it, www.premafin.it, www.unipolassicurazioni.it and
www.unipol.it.
The information in this Addendum should be considered as a supplement to Chapters and Sections of the
Information Document to which they relate and should be considered in connection with the contents
thereof.
For a more complete description of the Merger, please refer to the Information Document and its Annexes.
Terms not otherwise defined in this Addendum shall have the meanings given to them in the definitions
contained in the Information Document.
***
This version of the Addendum contains further details on p. 11, with respect to what was originally
published, in regard of the corrective Measures prescribed by I.V.A.S.S. upon granting approval to the
Merger.
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1

Results of Sensitivity Analyses on the Ranges of Share Exchange Ratios

Chapter 1 – Warnings
Paragraph 1.1.8 of the Information Document, entitled “Risks arising from obsolescence of the Share
Exchange Ratios”, on p. 31, is supplemented as follows:
“The boards of directors of the Companies Participating in the Merger, for the preparation of the Information
Document and in view of the Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meetings, with the assistance of an advisor jointly
appointed for this purpose, have seen to the performance of the checks referred to in Art. 2501-quater,
paragraph 3, of the Italian Civil Code, stating that from 30 September 2012 (reference date of the financial
statements of the Companies Participating in the Merger drawn up pursuant to Art. 2501-quater of the Italian
Civil Code) up until the Information Document Date no changes occurred in any asset and liability items of
the aforesaid Companies, relevant to the Exchange Ratios.
See Chapter 2, Section 2.1.2.12, of the Information Document”.

Chapter 2 - Information Relating to the Merger
Paragraph 2.1.2.12 of the Information Document, entitled “Information on the significant modifications to
elements of assets and liabilities which may have arisen after the Merger Plan was deposited at the legal
office of the companies taking part in the Merger”, on p. 104, is supplemented as follows:
“The boards of directors of the Companies Participating in the Merger, for the preparation of the Information
Document and in view of the extraordinary shareholders’ meetings, have seen to the performance of the
checks pursuant to Art. 2501-quinquies, paragraph 3, of the Italian Civil Code, with the support of Professor
Paolo Gualtieri, lawyer, of Gualtieri & Associati Advisory Firm (the “Advisor”), in the capacity of advisor
jointly appointed for this purpose.
In particular, the Companies Participating in the Merger have given the Advisor a special assignment for the
purpose of obtaining an opinion on the following circumstances:
1. whether, after 30 September 2012, reference date of the balance sheet prepared in accordance with
Art. 2501-quater of the Italian Civil Code, any changes have occurred in asset and liability items of
the balance sheets of the Companies Participating in the Merger (i) relevant for the purposes of
Article 2501-quinquies, paragraph 3, of the Italian Civil Code and (ii) that in any case affect the
fairness of the Exchange Ratios of the Merger;
2. whether, for the purposes of the provisions in point 1, paragraphs (i) and (ii), the Companies
Participating in the Merger - namely Fonsai and Milano Assicurazioni in relation to the criminal
proceedings pending before the Court of Turin which investigates Fonsai pursuant to Legislative
Decree No. 231 of 8 June 2001, (the “Proceedings”) - are required, also in the light of applicable
accounting standards, to account for adjustments of assets or new liabilities for the preparation of
their annual or interim financial reports, and to reconsider and modify the Exchange Ratios.
The Advisor, as a result of the assessments made, issued his opinion (the “Opinion” - see Annex to the
Addendum), whose findings show that:


the analysis of the asset and liability items carried out on the basis of the semi-annual reports of 30
June 2013 of the Companies Participating in the Merger, which contain the latest approved balance
sheets (and income statements), shows that, in the period from 30 September 2012 – 30 June 2013,
there were no changes in asset and liability items relevant to Art. 2501-quinquies, paragraph 3, of the
Italian Civil Code that may howsoever affect the relevance of the Exchange Ratios contained in the
Merger Plan, in particular:


Unipol Assicurazioni reported an increase of € 201 million in shareholders’ equity as a result
of the positive economic trend, which had been foreseen in the plans for the estimates used
in support of Exchange Ratios contained in the Merger Plan;
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Milano Assicurazioni recorded a decrease of € 32 million in shareholders’ equity, as a
consequence, on the one hand, of write-downs of real property investments and of the
negative run-off of claims provisions higher than expected, and on the other, of a better
economic trend than expected;



Fonsai recorded a reduction of € 371.4 million in shareholders’ equity. However, a
significant part of the changes in asset items (goodwill and AFS securities) and liability
items (negative run-off of claims provisions), which caused the change in shareholders’
equity, had been accounted for in the valuation process that supported the determination of
the Exchange Ratios contained in the Merger Plan. Moreover, the budget approved by the
company in March 2013 envisaged a significantly higher result than expected in the plans
used for the valuations;



Premafin recorded negligible changes in asset and liability items;



the elements that may be found in the acts and measures related to the Proceedings, for the reasons
stated in the Opinion, do not, for the time being, allow to formulate reliable hypotheses on the
outcome of the same Proceedings and do not allow, in accordance with IAS / IFRS, to consider a
probable disbursement imposed on the companies of an amount that may be estimated in a reliable
manner with regard to any claims for damages by shareholders of the companies and to the possible
confiscation of revenue due to the alleged criminal conduct. With regard to pending administrative
proceedings, no material events subsequent to 30 June 2013 intervened;



therefore, on the basis of the information elements examined above, no changes intervened, as at the
date of issuing the Opinion, in asset and liability items relevant to Art. 2501-quinquies, paragraph 3,
of the Italian Civil Code that may cause the Exchange Ratios contained in the Merger Plan to be
deemed as outdated.

The boards of directors of the Companies Participating in the Merger thereafter proceeded to examine the
results of the sensitivity analysis (the “sensitivity analysis”), prepared by the competent in-house structures,
on the ranges of the share exchange ratios at the time identified by the advisors of the committees of
Independent Directors / committees for Transactions with Related Parties of UGF, Premafin, Fonsai and
Milano Assicurazioni, for the adoption, on 20 December 2012, of the resolutions approving the Merger Plan.
In particular, the Sensitivity Analysis has, on the basis of methodological approaches at the time adopted by
the abovementioned advisors, found and examined the effects attributable to developments in the market and
in the related financial statements occurring after the date of approval of the Merger Plan. The
methodological approach developed to this end consisted of:
1. a “desk” examination (i.e. based on information available resulting from the documentation
submitted by the advisors at the meetings of the boards of directors of 20 December 2012) of the
methods adopted by the aforementioned advisors;
2. the development of sensitivity scenarios in relation to:


the development of the market environment: in this context, an update was performed of all
parameters functional to the application of the methods used, such as the Dividend Discount
Model (“DDM”), the Appraisal Value-SoP / Embedded Value, the Net Asset Value
(“NAV”), the Market Multiples Method and the Linear Regression Analysis (“Value Map”);



the evolution of the balance sheets, based on the respective final figures at 30 June 2013 as
approved by the boards of directors of the Companies Participating in the Merger, compared
to the balance sheets at 30 September 2012, taken as a reference for the determination of
Exchange Ratios;



the evolution of adjustments related to real estate and financial assets, on the basis of market
values of the securities portfolio as at 30 June 2013 and the market value attributable to the
real estate inferred from the appraisals commissioned by the Companies Participating in the
Merger for purposes of preparing the financial statements at 31 December 2012;
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the evolution of actuarial variables related to the Life business based on an estimate, as at 30
June 2013, of the value of the existing portfolio (Value In Force) and of the value of one
year’s new business (New Business Value) pertaining to the Life business;



estimates of income of the Companies Participating in the Merger, attributable to financial
year 2013.

The above Sensitivity Analysis revealed no critical issues with regard to the assessments which the
aforementioned advisors of the committees of Independent Directors / committees for Transactions with
Related Parties had reached.
In view of the foregoing and sharing the conclusions emerging from the Opinion and the Sensitivity
Analysis, the governing bodies of the Companies Participating in the Merger, pursuant to Art. 2501-quater,
paragraph 3, of the Italian Civil Code, certified that from 30 September 2012 (reference date of the financial
statements of the Company prepared in accordance with Art. 2501-quater of the Italian Civil Code) up until
the Information Document Date no significant changes occurred in the asset and liability items of the same
Companies, therefore, no significant change was detected in the assumptions underlying the Exchange
Ratios”.
***
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Mandatory Convertible Loan of € 201.8 Million Expiring on 31 December 2015 (“Convertible
Loan”)

Chapter 2 - Information Relating to the Merger
Paragraph 2.1.2 of the Information Document, entitled “Procedures, terms and conditions of the Merger”,
subsection “Restructuring Plan and Merger”, “Phase 2”, on p. 87 et seq., is supplemented as follows:
“The Issue Price of Conversion Shares in the service of the Convertible Loan is given by:
a. the arithmetic average of the closing prices of the ordinary shares of the Company Resulting from
the Merger recorded on the Electronic Stock Market for a period of three calendar months starting
from the eleventh trading day following the effective date of the Merger, plus
b. a fixed 10% premium.
These criteria are firstly designed to ensure that the conversion price takes into account trends in the stock
market price of shares issued by the Company Resulting from the Merger and, secondly, that the same price
reflects a conversion premium consistent with the “equity” nature of the instrument, also taking into account
the duration of the same.
The fact that the stock market performance is referred to the quarter following completion of the Merger
enables the detection of an average that is not affected by the effects of the Merger announcement and,
therefore, is reasonably suitable to representing the market value of UnipolSai shares, in line with best
valuation practice. The conversion of the convertible loan into newly issued shares will take into account the
market price of the shares for a sufficiently long period and will award a premium to bondholders determined
by taking into account its equity nature and the duration of the assigned instrument, all of which in line with
practice for this kind of operations.
These criteria were also considered to be fair and appropriate – pursuant to and in accordance with Articles
2441, paragraph 6, of the Italian Civil Code and Article 158 of the Italian Consolidated Law on Finance - by
the auditing firm Reconta Ernst & Young, which issued a special fairness opinion on 1 October 2013,
available on the website of Fonsai (the “Fairness Opinion”).
As is also stated in the Fairness Opinion, “the choice to make reference to the performance of stock prices is,
in the circumstances, even in light of the characteristics of the transaction and of the recipients of the same,
reasonable and not arbitrary (...). In fact, the reference to stock market prices is commonly accepted both
nationally and internationally and is constantly used in professional practice, in the case of companies with
shares listed on regulated markets”.
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As regards the identification of the recipients of the Convertible Loan, as shown above (also see Chapter 1,
Section 1.2.2 of the Information Document), it should be noted that, on the basis of the discussions with the
Lending Banks (except G.E. Capital Interbanca S.p.A.), it was considered that, due to the characteristics and
the intrinsic risk of the instrument, it would be more appropriate to offer the Convertible Loan to the Lending
Banks only (except G.E. Capital Interbanca S.p.A.).
Notwithstanding the above, the sums deriving from the subscription of the Convertible Loan will be
allocated to closing the existing loan (for offsets or reimbursement pro rata share of the Lending Banks,
with the exception of G.E. Capital Interbanca S.p.A.)”.
***
3

Updates on the Progress of (i) Major Real Estate Projects of the Fonsai Group, and (ii) of
Disposals Provided for in the Joint Business Plan

Chapter 1 – Warnings
Paragraph 1.2.1 of the Information Document, entitled “Risks related to the insurance business in the Life
and Non-Life Businesses and other activities of the Companies Participating in the Merger” sub-paragraph
“Risks related to the housing market”, on p. 39 et seq., is supplemented as follows:
“Real Estate Projects of the Group Fonsai
With reference to the state of development of major real estate projects in the Fonsai Group’s portfolio,
please note the following.
Porta Nuova Area
Investment activities continued, through some Fonsai Group companies, in joint ventures with the U.S.
group HINES for the real estate development project in the area called “Porta Nuova” located in Milan, a
project divided into three distinct and independent sub-projects (Porta Nuova Garibaldi, Porta Nuova
Varesine and Porta Nuova Isola), which are carried out by means of three different real estate closed-end
funds (the “Funds”) managed by Hines SGR S.p.A. (“Hines”). The project will, with the redevelopment of
over 290 thousand square meters of brown field sites, reconnect the urban fabric of three Milan
neighborhoods which have been separated for over thirty years. In particular, 90% of the project Porta Nuova
Garibaldi has been completed, while the completion of the works for the two projects Porta Nuova Varesine
and Porta Nuova Isola is expected within early 2014 with commercialization to be finalized by 2015.
Given the update received from Hines, the exit from the investment in Porta Nuova by the Fonsai Group has
been planned, to date, by the end of 2015.
The Fonsai Group has carried out an independent analysis on investment both under normal conditions and
by applying a stress hypothesis that envisages a decrease in sales revenue and an increase in residual costs of
realization. The analysis, based on the documentation and information provided in the appraisals included in
the statements of the Funds as at 31 December 2012 and 30 June 2013 and performed with the objective of
verifying the possibility of recovering the invested capital both under normal conditions and in conditions of
stress, at the Information Document Date and to the best knowledge of the Fonsai Group, has shown no
critical situations which may affect the return on investment as a whole.
However, given the decreasing margins in recent quarters, possible critical issues on specific aspects should
not be ruled out.
Melchiorre Gioia Area
In regard of the area of Milan located in Via Melchiorre Gioia, corner of Via Don Sturzo, owned by the
Fonsai Group, situated inside the area of urban redevelopment called the “Porta Nuova”, the preliminary
design is underway for the realization a new multi-purpose building.
Castle Area
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Lastly, as regards the Area of the Castle, about 170 acres located on the northern outskirts of Florence whose detailed plan envisaged residential and office buildings as well as a portion of “public buildings” that
would house offices of public institutions - a variant of the detailed plan of this initiative is currently being
studied in order to align the initial design to the current real estate market demand, as well as to take into
account the implications of the introduction, in recent months, of zoning regulations as a result of the
adoption of the Territorial Plan by the Region Tuscany.
With regard to these two new real estate projects, given the early stage thereof, it is not possible, at the
Information Document Date, to exclude the existence of risks in connection with it that might generate
negative impacts on the Company Resulting from the Merger.
Disposals provided for in the Joint Business Plan
With regard to the disposal of real property assets, please be informed that, at the Information Document
Date, the sales transactions subject to finalized contractual agreements (final contracts, irrevocable proposals
accepted or preliminary contracts) have entailed fees amounting to more than € 66 million (of which over €
36 million in relation to final contracts to be concluded by 2013); these activities are substantially in line
with the provisions of the Joint Business Plan, despite the continuation of a difficult market environment”.
Chapter 6 - Prospects of the Incorporating Company and of the group it leads
Paragraph 6.1.1 of the Information Document, entitled “Indications of the most significant trends recorded
in the insurance and claims portfolio” subsection “Trend of activities other than insurance - Real Estate
Sector”, on p. 213, is supplemented as follows:
“See Paragraph 6.2.7 of the Information Document”.
Paragraph 6.2.7 of the Information Document, entitled “Projections based on actions under the control of
Directors and management” subsection “Real Estate Sector”, on p. 223, is supplemented as follows:
“Real Estate Projects of the Fonsai Group
With reference to the state of development of major real estate projects in the Fonsai Group’s portfolio,
please note the following.
Porta Nuova Area
Investment activities continued, through some Fonsai Group companies, in joint ventures with the U.S.
group HINES for the real estate development project in the area called “Porta Nuova” located in Milan, a
project divided into three distinct and independent sub-projects (Porta Nuova Garibaldi, Porta Nuova
Varesine and Porta Nuova Isola), which are carried out by means of three different real estate closed-end
funds (the “Funds”) managed by Hines SGR S.p.A. (“Hines”). The project will, with the redevelopment of
over 290 thousand square meters of brown field sites, reconnect the urban fabric of three Milan
neighborhoods which have been separated for over thirty years. In particular, 90% of the project Porta Nuova
Garibaldi has been completed, while the completion of the works for the two projects Porta Nuova Varesine
and Porta Nuova Isola is expected within early 2014 with commercialization to be finalized by 2015.
Given the update received from Hines, the exit from the investment in Porta Nuova by the Fonsai Group has
been planned, to date, by the end of 2015.
The Fonsai Group has carried out an independent analysis on investment both under normal conditions and
by applying a stress hypothesis that envisages a decrease in sales revenue and an increase in residual costs of
realization. The analysis, based on the documentation and information provided in the appraisals included in
the statements of the Funds as at 31 December 2012 and 30 June 2013 and performed with the objective of
verifying the possibility of recovering the invested capital both under normal conditions and in conditions of
stress, at the Information Document Date and to the best knowledge of the Fonsai Group, has shown no
critical situations which may affect the return on investment as a whole.
Melchiorre Gioia Area
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In regard of the area of Milan located in Via Melchiorre Gioia, corner of Via Don Sturzo, owned by the
Fonsai Group, situated inside the area of urban redevelopment called the “Porta Nuova”, the preliminary
design is underway for the realization a new multi-purpose building.
Castle Area
Lastly, as regards the Area of the Castle, about 170 acres located on the northern outskirts of Florence whose detailed plan envisaged residential and office buildings as well as a portion of “public buildings” that
would house offices of public institutions - a variant of the detailed plan of this initiative is currently being
studied in order to align the initial design to the current real estate market demand, as well as to take into
account the implications of the introduction, in recent months, of zoning regulations as a result of the
adoption of the Territorial Plan by the Region Tuscany.
Disposals provided for in the Joint Business Plan
With regard to the disposal of real property assets, please be informed that, at the Information Document
Date, the sales transactions subject to finalized contractual agreements (final contracts, irrevocable proposals
accepted or preliminary contracts) have entailed fees amounting to more than € 66 million (of which over €
36 million in relation to final contracts to be concluded by 2013); these activities are substantially in line
with the provisions of the Joint Business Plan, despite the continuation of a difficult market environment”.
***
4

Updates on Compliance with the Objectives of the Joint Business Plan and the Relevant
Implementation Schedule

Chapter 6 - Prospects of the Incorporating Company and of the group it leads
Paragraph 6.2.9 of the Information Document, entitled “Summary of the Provisional Figures”, on p. 224 and
225, is supplemented as follows:
“It is assumed that, given the time horizon of the Joint Business Plan, at the Information Document Date, the
assessment of the degree of compliance with the objectives of the Plan - defined with respect to the end of
financial year 2015 - is limited to taking into consideration forecasts of results for the current year, assessing
whether such forecasts can be reasonably deemed consistent, in the meantime, with the assumptions
underlying the objectives of the Plan.
By accepting this approach, while believing that the positive operating results achieved in the first half of
2013, subject to the continuing macroeconomic, financial and market uncertainties, can be reasonably
consolidated in the remaining part of the financial year (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1.4, of the Information
Document), it is estimated that, although at the end of financial year 2013 - the first year of the Plan - some
deviations can be noted in the estimates of the company’s performance identified, in the meantime, for the
definition of the objectives of the end of the Plan, such objectives may be in any case considered reasonably
confirmed.
The aforementioned deviations mainly relate to:


the downward trend detected for Non-Life premium income, as a result of a market downturn and
increasingly competitive dynamics in the Non-Life MV business, which is deemed could be
substantially offset, in terms of profitability, by a positive technical trend, in terms of claims /
premiums ratio, favored by the observed decrease in stated claims;



a trend in Life premium income that, in the data so far posted, has been found to be altogether
greater than expected for the year in progress.

There is no indication, however, of significant differences regarding the estimate of the expected synergies
from the Transaction.
With reference to the Plan implementation schedule, it should be noted that in the current financial year the
program of works included in the Plan itself for the period has been implemented through:


the preparation of detailed planning and relevant monitoring process;
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the start-up of the implementation of actions envisaged in the Plan for 2013;



the definition of the governance structure and management of the industrial integration process.

At the Information Document Date, therefore there were no significant deviations from the Plan as prepared
which may materially affect the implementation schedule set forth in the Joint Business Plan”.
***
5

Management Requirements Indicated by IVASS in Letters Addressed to the Companies
Participating in the Merger on 25 July 2013

Chapter 1 – Warnings
Paragraph 1.1.6 of the Information Document, entitled “Risks arising from the possibility of revoke
expiration and /or lack of granting authorizations by the Supervisory Authority in the insurance and banking
sector” on p. 28 et seq., is supplemented as follows:
“The following is the detail of the corrective Measures that IVASS, on the occasion of the release of its
approval of the Merger pursuant to and in accordance with Articles 201 et seq. of the Code of Private
Insurance and Articles 23 et seq. of the IVASS Regulations on Mergers, identified as to be mandatorily
implemented.
a. Corporate governance: subject to the abovementioned requirements expressed in the decision to
authorize acquisition of the controlling stake in the Premafin - Fonsai Group of 20 June 2012, the
Company Resulting from the Merger is required to:
i.

Extend the number of members of the Executive Committee, to be identified also among the
independent directors, as well as a system of proxies aimed at balancing powers between the
various corporate bodies, together with the adoption of an effective information and control
system of the delegated powers;

ii.

Set up a nomination committee, the composition of which should be in line with the
regulations in force for listed companies, as well as with the provisions of the codes of
conduct drawn up by management companies in regulated markets or by trade associations.

b. Policies for distribution of profits and reinsurance policies: in this respect, it is required that:
i.

the remuneration of the capital of the Company Resulting from the Merger by the
distribution of dividends to shareholders should be determined, from time to time, by taking
into account actual economic developments in order to ensure the achievement of the
solvency levels set forth in the Joint Business Plan, as well as

ii.

having also regard to the concentration in the national territory of the portfolio acquired from
Gruppo Assicurativo Unipol, in view of better containing the exposure to technical risks
arising from the activities performed, as a conservative measure, reinsurance policies to be
adopted by the Company Resulting from the Merger should tend to increase the risks
transferred outside the Group itself.

c. Assets covering technical reserves: in procedures and controls relating to the management of
investments and technical commitments, with reference to the assets covering technical provisions,
UnipolSai is required to:
i.

strengthen the preventive analyses relating to suitability and eligibility of the assets and
verify the possibility to maintain the assumptions underlying their classification;

ii.

strengthen the safeguards for the valuation of structured securities and real estate portfolio also in order to improve reliability and transparency of the valuation of such assets - as well
as for the traceability of the findings of line and second-level controls;
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iii.

impose limits and conditions on assets for which it is not possible to obtain market prices, or
reliable and independent valuations;

iv.

prepare a careful and systematic analysis of liquidity profiles especially with reference to the
significant volume of structured financial products;

v.

promptly seize any market opportunity in order to simplify and lighten the sector of
structured securities;

vi.

evaluate the necessary corrective actions with respect to Milano Assicurazioni, in case it
does not participate in the Merger, in order to ensure a suitable and adequate coverage of
technical reserves.

d. Reserve risk: UnipolSai is required to:
i.

strengthen control tools, systematically and comprehensively formalizing the procedures
adopted in order to ensure an adequate level of traceability of actions undertaken and a clear
definition of the different degrees of responsibility of structures by (aa) intensifying and
extending the findings of structures operating within the claims function; (bb) enhancing the
actions of the second- and third-level control functions, ensuring a rapid transition to the
new unified information system to improve the tools supporting the management of claims;
(cc) enhancing line controls;

ii.

strengthen the regulatory arrangements as part of the operational repositioning initiatives and
re-launch of the General TPL Business of the Fonsai and Milano Assicurazioni portfolios;

iii.

intensify educational actions aimed at the settlement network by also preparing awarenessraising actions in order to strengthen the activities covering the areas where critical issues
were detected with new and effective prevention and control actions.

Without prejudice to the fact that the Acquiring Company will implement the corrective Measures referred to
in letters a) and b) above after completion of the Merger, it should be noted that with reference to the
remaining corrective Measures certain initial actions functional to the achievement of the requirements
contained in such Measures have already been outlined as part of the planned activities for the strengthening
of the internal control system that the Unipol Group will implement after completion of the Merger. In
particular:


with reference to the corrective Measures that relate to assets covering reserves (the “Assets”), the
following, among other things, has been planned:
i.

the review of the Group’s investment policy and the strengthening of internal organizational
procedures for a more comprehensible and accurate definition of the positions involved in
business processes pertaining to the management of Assets, their execution timing and
criteria for classification of the same Assets;

ii.

the strengthening of the second-level control activities for the periodic assessment of the
maintenance of eligibility requirements covering the Assets and the characters of the
classification assigned to them, as well as a direct responsibility of the Compliance and Risk
Management Functions for the correct classification of structured securities included among
the Assets;

iii.

the introduction of additional safeguards in the above investment policies to limit the Assets
represented by structured securities, with particular reference to those that may be valued
with internal models for which no mark-to-market assessments are available, without
prejudice to the objective of gradually reducing such aggregate and continuing with
continuous activities – a part of which already took place during financial year 2012 – for
the refinement, with a mode that may also guarantee their traceability, of internal pricing
models used for the valuation of complex securities in conformity with the dynamics of
financial markets and the occurrence or consolidation of critical situations;
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iv.

the adoption of internal operating rules for the adaptation and harmonization of processes
and relevant controls of real property Assets and for the regulation of annual valuation
activities of the same by companies specializing in sector (the “Experts”);

v.

the strengthening of second-level controls over processes for the management of real
property Assets by, among other things, instituting a new Real Estate Risk Function in the
Risk Management dept., which will be entrusted independent control functions over the
values assigned by the Experts to real property Assets and the definition of the relevant
parameters for setting such values;

with reference to the corrective Measures that relate to the reserve risk, the following, among other
things, has been planned:
i.

the strengthening of the system of internal controls relating to operational management
processes of claims and reserve activities through the review and implementation of internal
procedural rules and of the Group’s directives and policies, so as to make the definition of
roles, tasks and responsibilities involved more timely and transparent and the activities and
controls performed at all levels more traceable;

ii.

the intensification of implementation actions of a new unified information system at Group
level for the management of claims, also as a tool to support the activities described in point
(i) above;

iii.

an adequate plan of training activities for settlement departments.
***

6

Updates Related to Measures Planned under AGCM Resolution

Chapter 1 - Warnings
Paragraph 1.1.7 of the Information Document, entitled “Risks arising from the failure to comply with the
decisions issued by the Autorità Garante della Concorrenza e del Mercato”, in letters c) and g), on p. 30 and
31, respectively is supplemented as follows:
“On 9 October 2013, Fonsai, Milano Assicurazioni and Finsai International S.A. (the “Sellers”) finalized the
sale of 23,114,386 Mediobanca ordinary shares, representing approximately 2.68% of the share capital (the
“Shares sold”) through a process of “accelerated book-building” (the “Disposal Transaction”) directed
exclusively to qualified investors in Italy, as defined in Art. 34-ter, paragraph 1, letter b, of the Issuers
Regulation and to institutional foreign investors. The consideration for the sale of the Shares amounted to
approximately € 135.2 million.
This Disposal Transaction falls within the disposal of the entire stake held by the Sellers in the share capital
of Mediobanca, amounting to a total of 33,019,886 shares (3.83% of share capital), in fulfillment of the
measures laid out by AGCM. The additional 9,905,500 Mediobanca shares held by Fonsai, equal to 1.15% of
the share capital, were not included in the Disposal Transaction as they are the subject of forward sale
contracts undersigned previously, which will be settled in the month of November 2013, resulting in the
collection of approximately € 50.5 million in consideration thereof”.
“With regard to the progress of the Disposal procedure in accordance with the AGCM Resolution, also
following receipt of expressions of interest, it should be noted that a special data room has been arranged for
and opened to parties interested therein and negotiations are in progress with interested parties to which early
drafts of the contractual documentation have been made available. Should the negotiations with the parties
that submitted the above expressions of interest continue, negotiation on the aforesaid contractual
documentation is expected to start in the next few weeks”.
Chapter 2 - Information relating to the Merger
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Paragraph 2.1.2 of the Information Document, entitled “Procedures, terms and conditions of the Merger”,
subsection “Divestments contemplated within the Project of Integration by Merger”, on p. 90, is
supplemented as follows:
“(i) Disposals of investments: in connection with the sale of the investments held by Fonsai in Assicurazioni
Generali S.p.A. and Mediobanca as required by AGCM, please note the following.
a. Disposal by Fonsai of the entire investment held in Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A., equal to
approximately 1%: Fonsai, in compliance with said Measure, has arranged for the disposal of the
entire investment held in Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A. through (i) exercise by the same Fonsai,
as well as by Milano Assicurazioni and the respective counterparty banks, of put options and call
options with the same strike (forward sale) and (ii) direct sale on the market. Pending the
completion of the disposal, Fonsai has refrained from exercising administrative rights, including
voting rights, connected with the investment in question.
b. Disposal by UGF of the entire equity stake held by the Premafin / Fonsai Group in Mediobanca
and, pending the completion of the aforementioned disposal, the opening of an escrow account
with an escrow agent approved by AGCM; during the period necessary to the identification and
appointment of the escrow agent, refraining (i) from exercising any administrative rights,
including voting rights, in relation to the investments held in Mediobanca, as well as (ii) from
designation of its representatives on the Board of Directors of Mediobanca and the managing
committee of the latter’s shareholder agreement.
In relation to the aforementioned Measure, UGF, Fonsai and Milano Assicurazioni have given a
specific assignment to Equita SIM S.p.A. for the purposes of searching for parties interested in
purchasing the stake in Mediobanca. UGF, together with Fonsai, Milano Assicurazioni and Finsai
International S.A., have also granted to BNP Paribas Securities Services S.c.a. (“BNP Paribas”) an
irrevocable mandate to act as custodian of the shares held by Fonsai in Mediobanca and have
proceeded to open an escrow account, on which they have deposited such shares, giving specific,
permanent and irrevocable instructions to BNP Paribas in regard of abstention from participation in
the shareholders’ meeting of Mediobanca and exercise of the corresponding voting rights.
With reference to the above obligation to dispose of its stake in Mediobanca, it should be noted that,
on 17 September 2013, following a specific request by Fonsai, also on behalf of Milano Assicurazioni
and Finsai International S.A., the meeting of the shareholder agreement authorized the release, in
advance, from the agreement of the investment held by the Group Premafin / Fonsai, in view of its
subsequent disposal in accordance with the Measures.
Moreover, in relation to the second part of the Measure in question, UGF, Fonsai, Milano
Assicurazioni and Finsai International S.A. refrained from exercising any administrative rights and
from designating any representatives on the Board of Directors of Mediobanca and on the
management committee of the latter’s shareholder agreement, in replacement of the then
representatives of the Group Fonsai already removed.
On 9 October 2013, the Sellers completed the disposal of 23,114,386 Mediobanca ordinary shares,
representing approximately 2.68% of the share capital through an accelerated book-building process
directed exclusively to qualified investors in Italy, as defined in Art. 34-ter, paragraph 1, letter b, of
the Issuers Regulation and to foreign institutional investors. The consideration for the disposal of the
Shares amounted to approximately € 135.2 million.
This Disposal Transaction falls within the disposal of the entire stake held by the Sellers in the share
capital of Mediobanca, amounting to a total of 33,019,886 shares (3.83% of share capital), in
fulfillment of the measures laid out by AGCM. The additional 9,905,500 Mediobanca shares held by
Fonsai, representing 1.15% of the share capital, were not included in the Disposal Transaction as they
are the subject of forward sale contracts undersigned previously, which will be settled in the month of
November 2013, resulting in the collection of approximately € 50.5 million in consideration thereof.
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The disposal of the entire investment will therefore lead to a positive financial impact, net of relevant
expenses, of approximately € 177.7 million and a positive economic impact of approximately € 44.6
million (at the IAS level).
(ii) Disposals of Assets: with regard to the progress of the Disposal procedure in accordance with the AGCM
Resolution, also following receipt of expressions of interest, it should be noted that a special data room has
been arranged for and opened to parties interested therein and negotiations are in progress with interested
parties to which early drafts of the contractual documentation have been made available. Should the
negotiations with the parties that submitted the above expressions of interest continue, negotiations on the
aforesaid contractual documentation are expected to start in the next few weeks”.
Chapter 6 – Prospects of the Incorporating Company and the group it leads
Paragraph 6.2.5 of the Information Document, entitled “Principal Projections” subsection “Decision of the
AGCM”, on p. 219 and p. 220, is supplemented as follows:
On 9 October 2013, the Sellers (as defined in Chapter 1, Paragraph 1.1.7 of the Information Document)
completed the disposal of 23,114,386 Mediobanca ordinary shares, representing approximately 2.68% of the
share capital through an accelerated book-building process directed exclusively to qualified investors in
Italy, as defined in Art. 34-ter, paragraph 1, letter b, of the Issuers Regulation and to foreign institutional
investors. The consideration for the disposal of the Shares amounted to approximately € 135.2 million.
This Disposal Transaction falls within the disposal of the entire stake held by the Sellers in the share capital
of Mediobanca, amounting to a total of 33,019,886 shares (3.83% of share capital), in fulfillment of the
measures laid out by AGCM. The additional 9,905,500 Mediobanca shares held by Fonsai, representing
1.15% of the share capital, were not included in the Disposal Transaction (as defined in Chapter 1, Paragraph
1.1.7 of the Information Document) as they are the subject of forward sale contracts undersigned previously,
which will be settled in the month of November 2013, resulting in the collection of approximately € 50.5
million in consideration thereof.
The disposal of the entire investment will therefore lead to a positive financial impact, net of relevant
expenses, of approximately € 177.7 million and a positive economic impact of approximately € 44.6 million
(at the IAS level).
With regard to the progress of the Disposal procedure in accordance with the AGCM Resolution, also
following receipt of expressions of interest, it should be noted that a special data room has been arranged for
and opened to parties interested therein and negotiations are in progress with interested parties to which early
drafts of the contractual documentation have been made available. Should the negotiations with the parties
that submitted the above expressions of interest continue, negotiations on the aforesaid contractual
documentation are expected to start in the next few weeks”.
***
7

Complaints of Class “A” Savings Shareholders of Fonsai

Chapter 1 – Warnings
Paragraph 1.2.15 of the Information Document, entitled “Risks arising from complaints of category “A”
savings shareholders of Fonsai”, on p. 67, is supplemented as follows:
“Fonsai does not believe that any prejudice has been caused to its savings shareholders in terms of possible
differences in treatment between the securities of the two different categories.
Fonsai has already amply illustrated why it does not consider the claims made by the Common
Representative of Savings Shareholders of category “A” justified.
Moreover, although not directly aware of further and different claims made separately by other savings
shareholders of category “A” or category “B”, Fonsai - without prejudice to the above - considers that the
resolutions to be adopted in the context of the Merger and those previously adopted in the context of the
Fonsai Capital Increase are legitimate and have not caused any prejudice whatsoever to the aforementioned
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shareholders. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Company Resulting from the Merger will verify the
feasibility of the simplification of the share capital structure with reference to the different classes of shares,
taking into consideration feasibility from the technical and legal standpoint, fairness from a financial
standpoint as well as respect of the interests of all the shareholders. It should be noted, however, that the
requests made so far in this regard by the common representative of the savings shareholders of category “A”
do not reflect the above mentioned conditions.
Further details on the evaluations and initiatives that may ultimately be carried out by the Company
Resulting from the Merger on the topics mentioned above will be disclosed to the market in the manner
provided by the law”.
Chapter 2 – Information relating to the Merger
Paragraph 2.1.2.9 of the Information Document, entitled “Assessments of the position of category “A”
savings shareholders in Fonsai”, on p. 100 and p. 101, is supplemented as follows:
“Fonsai does not believe that any prejudice has been caused to its savings shareholders in terms of possible
differences in treatment between the securities of the two different categories.
Fonsai has already amply illustrated why it does not consider the claims made by the Common
Representative of Savings Shareholders of category “A” justified.
Moreover, although not directly aware of further and different claims made separately by other savings
shareholders of category “A” or category “B”, Fonsai - without prejudice to the above - considers that the
resolutions to be adopted in the context of the Merger and those previously adopted in the context of the
Fonsai Capital Increase are legitimate and have not caused any prejudice whatsoever to the aforementioned
shareholders. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Company Resulting from the Merger will verify the
feasibility of the simplification of the share capital structure with reference to the different classes of shares,
taking into consideration feasibility from the technical and legal standpoint, fairness from a financial
standpoint as well as respect of the interests of all the shareholders. It should be noted, however, that the
requests made so far in this regard by the common representative of the savings shareholders of category “A”
do not reflect the above mentioned conditions.
Further details on the evaluations and initiatives that may ultimately be carried out by the Company
Resulting from the Merger on the topics mentioned above will be disclosed to the market in the manner
provided by the law”.
***
8

Economic and Financial Impact on the Company Resulting from the Merger Deriving from the
Approval of the Proceedings for Arrangement with Creditors of Im.Co. and Sinergia

Chapter 1 – Warnings
Paragraph 1.2.14 of the Information Document, entitled “Risks connected with operations with related
parties”, on p. 65 and p. 66, is supplemented as follows:
“The possible approval, with a final ruling, of the arrangements with creditors of Im.Co. and Sinergia may
result in the following economic and financial impacts for the Company Resulting from the Merger:


with regard to the receivables due to the Group Fonsai from Im.Co. and Sinergia, resulting from
advance payments made as under the contracts for the purchase of future assets involving the
purchase of real estate (amounting to a total amount, net of write-downs, of € 86.2 million and
representing the main part of receivables posted in the financial statements), it should be noted that
the book value at 30 June 2013 of the same was stated on the basis of a valuation of recoverability of
such receivables, carried out in 2012 by an independent expert, and reflects the current value of the
underlying real estate operations. Having said that, it is therefore reasonable to assume that the
transfer of ownership of the real property to Milano Assicurazioni and Immobiliare Fondiaria-SAI
S.r.l., as provided for in the event of approval of the arrangement with creditors, will not result in a
significant economic and financial impact on the Company Resulting from the Merger;
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with regard to the receivables due to Banca SAI S.p.A. from the Im.Co. - Sinergia group, amounting
to approximately € 21.4 million and fully written down, as a result of the possible approval of the
arrangement with creditors and against the disbursement of new funding of € 11 million, the bank
would receive units of real estate funds, whose economic impact could be positive depending on the
market value of such units at the time of their assignment;



in regard of the guarantee policies issued mainly by Fonsai, and in a small part by Milano
Assicurazioni, as a collateral for commitments made by the companies belonging to the Im.Co.Sinergia group, i.e. a total exposure, net of reinsurance, amounting to € 5.8 million, no noteworthy
economic and financial impacts, as a result of the possible approval of the arrangement with
creditors, are forecast since the risk connected to such policies should be not considered significant,
at the Information Document Date;



In regard of the relationships between Premafin and Im.Co., it should be noted that, as a result of the
possible approval of the arrangement with creditors, against payment of a fee of € 1.7 million, plus
VAT and expenses, Premafin would acquire the property of the areas located in the municipality of
Milan subject to the commitment to sell the same to the Municipality itself, in regard of which there
is currently a pending dispute between that institution and Premafin. Such acquisition is strictly
conditional upon the subsequent failure to transfer such areas to the Municipality of Milan within the
judicial or out-of-court conclusion of the aforementioned litigation. Should such transfer take place
and entail the closure of the litigation with the Municipality of Milan, the Company Resulting from
the Merger may release the relevant provisions previously made (i.e. € 13 million at the Information
Document Date), resulting in a positive economic impact for the same amount, net of transaction
costs incurred for the possible acquisition and subsequent transfer of the areas in question”.
***

9

Investment Held by Unipol Assicurazioni S.p.A. in Unipol Banca S.p.A.

Chapter 1 – Warnings
Paragraph 1.1.6 of the Information Document, entitled “Risks arising from the possibility of revoke
expiration and /or lack of granting authorizations by the Supervisory Authority in the insurance and banking
sector”, on p. 29, is supplemented as follows:
“With regard to the granting of authorizations by the Bank of Italy and by the Central Bank of Ireland, it is
believed that the same may be obtained prior to the signing of the Merger deed.
In any case, without prejudice to the foregoing, in light of applicable statutory regulations it is believed that
the failure, if any, to grant such authorizations represents no impediment, or delay, for the completion of the
Merger”.

Chapter 2 – Information relating to the Merger
Paragraph 2.1.2 of the Information Document, entitled “Procedures, terms and conditions of the Merger”,
subsection “Put and call option on the equity investment in Unipol Banca S.p.A.”, on p. 90, is supplemented
as follows:
“UGF and Fonsai will proceed with the formalization of the option contract relating to Unipol Banca in the
context of the Merger, i.e. before the signing of the Merger deed but effectively subject to the completion of
the same”.

Chapter 5 – Proforma income statement and balance sheet of the Incorporating Company
Paragraph 5.3.4 of the Information Document, entitled “Description of the proforma adjustments to the
consolidated historical figures at 31st December 2012”, subsection “Note 7. Put Option - Unipol Banca”, on
p. 191 and p. 192, is supplemented as follows:
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“UGF and Fonsai will proceed with the formalization of the option contract relating to Unipol Banca in the
context of the Merger, i.e. before the signing of the Merger deed but effectively subject to the completion of
the same”.
Paragraph 5.4.4 of the Information Document, entitled “Description of the proforma adjustments to the
consolidated historical figures at 30th June 2013”, subsection “Put Option - Unipol Banca”, on p. 206, is
supplemented as follows:
“UGF and Fonsai will proceed with the formalization of the option contract relating to Unipol Banca in the
context of the Merger, i.e. before the signing of the Merger deed but effectively subject to the completion of
the same”.
Chapter 6 - Prospects of the Incorporating Company and the group it leads
Paragraph 6.2.7 of the Information Document, entitled “Projections based on actions under the control of the
Directors and management” subsection “Put-call option on Unipol Banca S.p.A. (“Unipol Banca”)”, on p.
223 and p. 224, is supplemented as follows:
“UGF and Fonsai will proceed with the formalization of the option contract relating to Unipol Banca in the
context of the Merger, i.e. before the signing of the Merger deed but effectively subject to the completion of
the same”.
***
10 Errata
In Paragraph 5.5.1 of the Information Document, entitled “Measures of the Italian Antitrust Authority”
subsection entitled “Divestiture of Investments”, fourth clause, on p. 208:
should read
“Below is the value of the shareholding in Mediobanca at fair value at 31st December 2012 and 30th June
2013:


at 31st December 2012: Euro 153.8 million equal to a shareholding of 3.8%



at 30th June 2013: Euro 134.7 million equal to a shareholding of 3.8%.”
thus replacing

“Below is the value of the shareholding in Mediobanca at fair value at 31st December 2012 and 30th June
2013:
 at 31st December 2012: Euro 153.8 million equal to a shareholding of 3.4%


at 30th June 2013: Euro 134.7 million equal to a shareholding of 3.4%.”
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11 Annexes
The list of Annexes referred to in Chapter 7 of the Information Document is supplemented as follows and the
relevant document is attached to this Addendum:
“

- Opinion issued by Gualtieri & Associates Advisory Firm on 17 September 2013.”
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